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Death Therefore an Adaptation for the Benefit of the Species—
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THE question wh}r living organisms
should die is a biological question
just as truly as is the question
why or how they live, and it

should be possible therefore to formulate
in terms of the great biological processes
and of the properties of living matter
some general considerations on the
significance of death.

If we consider the processes of or-
ganic evolution in terms of the proper-
ties of living matter we find that certain
characteristics have been ascribed to all
living organisms, the most important
characteristics as generally given in the
literature being irritability or excita-
bility, metabolism and reproduction.
Other characteristics have sometimes
been given, and in the older lists, one
usually noted death as one of these
general characteristics. Claude Ber-
nard insisted that "evolution is one of
the most important traits of living or-
ganisms and hence of life." But
whether evolution is regarded as a sepa-
rate and distinct characteristic of living
matter, or as the inevitable result of the
operation of the other three properties,
the physiologist should always keep
it in mind in any discussion of general
biological problems. Another property
of living matter is the power of regula-
tion of its internal conditions.

A living organism has been defined as
a vortex (tourbillon, Cuvier) of which
the direction is constant and which
sweeps along molecules always of the
same sort, but into which the individual
molecules enter and from which they

continually depart. As Goodrich has
expressed it,2 "the metabolic process in
living matter draws in inorganic sub-
stances and force at one end, and parts
with it at the other; it is inconceivable
that these should, as it were, pass out-
side of the boundaries of the physico-
chemical world, out of range of the so-
called physico-chemical laws, at one
point to reenter them at another." It
is perfectly true that we cannot give an
account of all of the changes of matter
and energy which occur in living mat-
ter, but that is not exactly the same
as saying that there are unknown and
unknowable processes in living matter
which never can be described in terms
of changes of matter and energy. And
before we can give a final account of the
processes of organic evolution, we must
be able to tell what are the changes of
matter and energy underlying the
changes of position and changes of form,
which now constitute the greater part
of the subject matter of evolution.

THE ORIGIN OF LIFE

The origin of living matter must go
back of the origin of cells (Goodrich,
p. 16) to the synthesis of organic com-
pounds. But the precise manner of
origin of these organic compounds is not
for us to consider now. Let it be re-
membered, however, that the conditions
of organic synthesis may not have been
greatly different in the former ages of the
earth from what they are today (Cham-
berlin). Further, there must have been
a continuous and unbroken series of

1 Read before the thirteenth annual meeting of the American Genetic Association on Decem-
ber 26, 1916, in New York City.

'Evolution, p. 15. London, 1912.
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compounds from the earliest organic
series synthesized on the earth to the
living matter of the present day.
The immortality,of living matter dates
back before the origin of the cell.

Another property or characteristic of
living matter must have made its ap-
pearance here, since it is present in cer-
tain constituents of the environment
(Henderson), and that is the property
of regulation. I do not mean regulation
in precisely the same sense in which it
has been used by zoologists and botanists
to denote control of form and size and
other morphological characters, but
regulation of the physico-chemical con-
ditions of the organism as well. Sta-
bility of physico-chemical conditions
within certain limits is inherent in the
environment, but, as has been shown,
the variations may be greater in the
environment than in the organism. It
is characteristic of some organic com-
pounds, and particularly of those in
living matter, that slight changes in the
external conditions bring about con-
siderable changes in the compounds
themselves. This is the phenomenon
of irritability. Some provision for
guarding against the effects of such
changes on the part of those aggregates
of organic compounds which formed the
first stages in the evolution of living
matter—a power of regulation of the
internal conditions—must have been an
early acquisition. The known physico-
chemical properties of certain constitu-
ents of the environment afford us at
least some basis for the explanation of
the process of regulation in living matter
(Henderson). So important for pur-
poses of evolution is this property of
regulation that I would consider it as
one of the fundamental properties of
living matter. We should clearly recog-
nize then, the probability of the early
participation of two fundamental prop-
erties of living matter—irritability and
the regulation of internal conditions—
in the evolution of living organisms.
Great as have been the advantage1? to
the individual of this property of regu-

lation of internal conditions, its posses-
sion also entails certain disadvantages.

CONDITIONS OF LIFE

The survival of any particular com-
plex of organic compounds, and the
possibility of its further development to
still more complex forms must have
been dependent upon various properties,
in addition to irritability and the
regulation of internal conditions. The
ability to form compounds of greater
and greater complexity was one. The
number of compounds formed, while
great and varied, was subject to cer-
tain limitations because of the nature
and properties of the substances enter-
ing into them. The direction of varia-
tion was subject to similar limitations,
and we may imagine that orthogenesis,
in a form dictated by the properties of
matter and the conditions in the en-
vironment, was operative in the early
stages of evolution. Early in the pro-
cess of evolution, the question of fitness
entered in, and we are confronted with
the problem of selection. "The princi-
ple of the survival of the fittest applies
with all its force to such initial steps
in the evolution of life. The more
completely self-regulating mixtures
would outlast the others."3 It was not
many years ago when we read that '' the
true Darwinism, that is, the tendency
which ascribes to natural selection the
chief r61e in the origin of adaptations
has, in Germany at least, almost no
adherents."4 But whether selection be
the chief factor in the origin of adapta-
tion or not, the operation of the princi-
ple seems clear in the early stages of
evolution, and it is not readily apparent
at what point in' the process selection
has ceased to act.

"Whether or not chromosomes existed
before the early stages in the evolution
of living matter which led to the
formation of cells, we do not know,
but some of the stages in the synthesis
must have been devoid of them. Some
degree of heredity must have been pos-
sible in these earliest stages by other

* Goodrich, op. oil., p. 17.
* "Der eigentliche Darwinismus, d.h. die Richtung, welche der naturlichen Zuchtwahl die

Hauptrolle bei dem Zustandekommen der Anpassungen zuschreibt, in Deutschland wenigstens
fast keine Vertreler tnehr hat." Goebel, quoted by Jensen, p. 3.
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means than chromosomes, for the com-
pounds successively arising from the
earlier and simpler types must have
borne some resemblance to those from
which they originated in qualitative and
quantitative composition and general
deportment. Variation must also have
been present, or no evolution would
have been possible.

ELEMENTS OF LIFE

It need occasion no surprise to find the
primary factors of organic evolution
present long before the appearance of the
cell upon the earth if we but reflect a
moment upon the nature of the funda-
mental processes or changes occurring
in living matter. These are, (1) changes
of form, including the visible phenomena
of development and growth; (2) changes
of position,including the visible phenom-
ena of motility in general; and (3)
changes of matter and energy, including
all the phenomena of metabolism, and
underlying all other changes in the
organism. (Jost.) Changes of matter
and energy must have been present
from the very beginning of the evolution
of living matter, since they were present
in the inorganic matter from which the
first syntheses of organic matter were
made. I see no good reason for sup-
posing that any radically new principle
has entered in during the course of
organic evolution to affect these changes
of matter and energy as they are mani-
fested in living organisms.

Herbert Spencer has shown that
organisms acquire an independence of
the environment. It has been shown
that the mechanism by which this inde-
pendence is acquired is the increasing
power of the organism to regulate its
internal physico-chemical conditions.6

It has been known for many years
that the higher animals, -i.e., birds and
mammals, had the power of regulating
the temperature of the body during
health. Claude Bernard noticed that
the concentration of sugar in the blood
remained relatively constant. And as

time has gone on, it has been found
that more and more of the physico-
chemical conditions of the organism
are regulated to a great degree of exact-
ness. There is a regulation of the
pressure, and of the distribution of
the blood, of the osmotic pressure of
the body fluids, of the concentration
of H and OH ions in the blood (Moore)
and, through this, of the activity of
the neuro-muscular respiratory mech-
anism (Haldane). The surface tension
of the blood is probably relatively
constant in health (Morgan). Not all
of these conditions are constant un-
der all external conditions, but varia-
tions are in such a direction as will
restore the usual condition of affairs.
As Haldane expresses it, "Perhaps the
most striking fact with regard to
physiological phenomena is the evidence
they present of activity coordinated in
such a manner as to conduce towards
the survival of either the individual or
the species."6

CONSEQUENCES OF REGULATION

Certain consequences for organic evo-
lution of this power of regulation have
already been presented in various papers
(Woods, Mathews, Pike and Scott).
It will be sufficient simply to recapitu-
late here. Woods7 has considered some
of these consequences from the point
of view of the effect of the environment.
A clearly diminishing effect may be
shown in so far as changes in the environ-
ment affect the rate of growth, the
external form of the body, and the
modification of mental and moral traits,
as successively higher types of organ-
isms are considered. The sex ratio in
man is very constant over long periods
of time and under various social and
economic conditions.

It is a possible, and even probable,
interpretation to say that the increasing
development of the mechanisms—chem-
ical, nervous and muscular—concerned
in the regulation of internal conditions
has led to the continued presence within

et al.
6 See the writings of Mathews, Claude Bernard, Pike and Scott, Haldane, Henderson, Huxley,

' Haldane, J. S. Mechanism, Life and Personality (1914).7 Woods, Frederick Adams. Laws of Diminishing Environmental Influences. Popular
Science Monthly, April, 1910.
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the organism of a set of conditions which
permit of, or even bring about, the
optimum activity of the various cells
and organs of the body under varying
conditions of activity. The organism
has been made more efficient.

There are other consequences, how-
ever, which should be considered more
at length. These are, as I shall attempt
to show, (1) the provision of a more
favorable environment for the cells
than exists outside the organism, per-
mitting differentiation, (2) the possi-
bility of an increased length of life of
individual cells without undergoing divi-
sion, and (3) the limitation of the pos-
sible variations occurring in the lifetime
of the individual. We may take up the
consideration of these various conse-
quences in order.

1. Differentiation is possible in a high
degree only when the tissues are pro-
tected from external influences. The
action of enzymes upon food could not
reach its highest point of efficiency if
sea water passed through the digestive
cavity without restriction. The case
is still clearer in terrestrial forms.
No such tissue as the nerve tissue of
higher animals could be developed if it
were continually exposed to the drying
action of the atmosphere. The list
could be considerably extended.

EFFECTS OF DIFFERENTIATION

But differentiation is accompanied by
certain limitations of cell growth which
have led some biologists to seek in it the
origin of death. The conditions which
have made differentiation possible
would, on the basis of such a view, also
be the conditions which have made the
immortality of the Metazoa impossible.

There are certain objections to such
a view which have apparently been over-
looked. There is no inherent reason
why the loss of any one general char-
acteristic property of a cell should be
accompanied by the loss of the power
to divide. Gland cells in general may
have lost the power of contractility,
but they still retain sufficient power of
cell division to give rise to tumor
masses which may invade every region
of the body.

Experiments on growing tissues, par-

ticularly plant tissues, in artificial cul-
ture media have shown that the cells,
no matter how specialized, revert to
the embryonic type—dedifferentiate as
Child puts it—and from this embryonic
type go on to reproduce the whole new
organism. Cells can be modified if the
conditions in which they develop can be
modified.

Nerve cells are considered to be
highly specialized cells, and their limit
of division is reached sooner in onto-
genetic development than is the case for
other cells. Yet the number of nerve
cells has continually increased as succes-
sively higher types of animals have
appeared. There are more nerve cells
in a monkey than in a frog, and more in
the human subject than in the monkey.
It seems illogical to regard as the reason
for the onset of death of the cell, the
limitation of cell division in a tissue
which is manifesting greater numbers
of cell divisions as evolution proceeds.

2. The individual cells in a higher
organism in which all the mechanisms
of regulation are highly developed may
live vastly longer without undergoing
cell division than any cells in such a
long-lived form as the giant trees of
California. The nerve cells in which
originate the impulses leading to the
respiratory movements do not, so far as
I am aware, divide after birth; but from
the moment of the first respiratory
movement to the last breath man draws
at the close of his threescore years and
ten, these cells continue to function
under all conditions of rest or activity.

3. The limitation of the magnitude
of possible changes during the life of
any one organism is a direct conse-
quence of the development of a high
degree of regulation. This limitation
covers the chemical constitution of the
organism, since variations beyond cer-
tain narrow limits are incompatible
with continued existence. The higher
organism either maintains its constancy
of conditions under all variations of the
external environment or dies when an
adjustment is no longer possible. There
is also a limitation of structural changes.
Unrestricted growth of any organ or
tissue in the body interferes with the
general equilibrium; the efficiency of the
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organism is impaired and frequently
death results.

HEREDITARY LIMITS

The limitation of changes in the
central nervous system in all probability
sets a limit to man's achievements
during his lifetime. And in no case is
a sufficient amount of change possible
in the lifetime of any higher brganism,
no matter how prolonged, to lead to the
development of new genera or species.

It is man's nervous system which has
raised him above the animals, and on
which his progress for the future de-
pends.8 Limitation of change in this
system probably means a limitation of
personal achievement, and would mean
a limitation of the achievement of the
race if no progressive change through
the production of new individuals were
to occur. Changes of sufficient magni-
tude for purposes of organic evolution
can occur only through the cumulative
effects, persisting through many genera-
tions, of the small changes, always
toward something better if the race or
the species is to endure and take its
place in the hierarchy of organic life,
appearing in each successive generation
of new individuals. The immortality
of all individuals which have ever ap-
peared upon the earth would have
resulted in an insufferable congestion
and a ferocity of the struggle for exist-
ence which would transcend anything
we now know. Ferocity does not seem

to be now, nor to have been in the past,
the sole object of evolution.

The development of the metazoan
body has led to the greater independence
of the organism and greatly increased
its efficiency. But the coordination of
all activity has led to the development
of a rigid physico-chemical and anatom-
ical basis in which change is limited
during the lifetime of the individual.
The restriction of cell division is a
necessary consequence of the regulation
of body form just as the restriction of
changes of chemical constitution is a
consequence of the regulation of physico-
chemical conditions within the organ-
ism. The restriction of cell growth
extends even to the germ cells, since un-
controlled development of such cells
within the body would lead to disaster
exactly as uncontrolled development of
epithelial or glandular or connective
tissue in malignant growths finally
leads to the death of the organism.
The germ cells of higher organisms have
lost the power of parthenogenetic divi-
sion, and develop only under such
conditions as will decrease, in large
measure, the danger to the parent
organism. The limitations to possible
change during the lifetime of any
individual preclude changes of suffi-
cient magnitude for purposes of evolu-
tion. The death of the unmodifiable
organism may be considered as an
adaptation9 from the point of view of
the species.

The Evidence of Evolution
THE THEORY OF EVOLUTION, with

special reference to the evidence upon which it
is founded. By William Berryrnan Scott,
Blair Professor of Geology and Paleontology
in Princeton University. Pp. 183, price $1.00.
New York: The Macmillan Co., 66 Fifth
Avenue, 1917.

Dr. Scott thinks it is desirable for
students beginning work in science to
know on what evidence the theory of
evolution is based, instead of accepting
it meekly as an unquestionable dogma;
and in a simple manner he has considered

the present status of the question; the
evidences from classification, domestica-
tion, comparative anatomy, embryo-
logy, blood tests, paleontology, geo-
graphical distribution, and experimental
breeding. The latter chapter is weaker
than the others. But as a whole the
book is commendable; it ought to be
very useful to beginners who want a
survey of the whole question, for most
of the accepted text-books that are
comprehensive are out of date.

• See Pike, F. H. Dr. Gaskell's Work on Organic Evolution. Science, December 4, 1914.9 The idea of death as an adaptation was put forth by Aug. Weismann, on somewhat different
grounds than those above outlined, in 1881. His lecture, Ueber die Dauer des Lebens, was printed
in 1892 in his A ufsaiz; Hber Vererbung. See also Gardiner, "Weismann and Maupas on the Origin
of Death," Marine Biological Lectures, 1890, Boston, 1891, p. 107.
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